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Abstract 

Photothermal therapy (PTT) is proved to be an efficient manner for superficial tumor therapy in 
preclinical studying. The tumor suppression of chemotherapy can be enhanced by combining with 
PTT. In this study, we reported a mesoporous magnetic gold “nanoclusters” (MMGNCs) structure 
as theranostic carrier for chemo-photothermal co-therapy. MMGNCs were successfully prepared 
and they exhibited efficient photo-thermal effect for PTT. The mesoporous structure provided 
MMGNCs with high drug loading capacity. By in vitro cytotoxicity testing, we revealed that the 
combination of PTT and chemotherapy could cause more damage than chemotherapy or PTT did 
alone. By topically targeting mediated by the extra-magnetic field (MF), MMGNCs can be targeted 
to the tumor site efficiently. In vivo chemo-photothermal co-therapy of 4T1 breast cancer, under 
the combinational treatments of chemo-photothermal co-therapy and extra-MF targeting, the 
tumor growth has been efficiently inhibited, and the pulmonary and mediastinal metastasis have 
also been prevented. The survival of the cancer bearing mice was prolonged. The bio-imaging 
applications of this system and the mechanism of the metastasis prevention are ongoing. 

Key words: Multifunctional nanoparticles, Photothermal Therapy, Multidrug Resistance, 
Co-therapy. 

Introduction 
Efficient suppression of tumor growth and met-

astatic prevention are the two main purposes of can-
cer therapy [1]. Traditional methods widely used in 
clinical cancer therapy are chemotherapy and radio-
therapy, particular the chemotherapy which has been 
gotten much attention to enhance its tumor suppres-
sion efficiency. In chemotherapy, the bioavailability of 
the chemodrugs intimately connected with the effi-
ciency of tumor growth suppression. By nanocrystal-
ization of chemodrugs (by modern nanotechnology) 
and the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) 

effect of tumor vessels, the bioavailability of some 
chemodrugs can be enhanced. And the tumor growth 
obtains a degree of control by administrating with 
nanomedicine [2]. Some nanomedicines, such as 
Genexol-PM and Abraxane, etc. are in the phase III 
clinical trials or have been launched to the market [3, 
4]. The tumor growth, however, still cannot be totally 
suppressed by chemotherapy due to the drug re-
sistance and metastatic inherence of tumor cells [5-9]. 
To enhance the suppression of tumor, co-therapy 
administrations provide a convenient and efficient 
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way, which include gene-chemo co-therapy [10], 
chemo-radiation co-therapy [11, 12], and ther-
mal-chemo co-therapy [13, 14]. Co-therapy combines 
the advantages of each therapeutic manner. Among 
them, only chemo-radiation co-therapy has been ap-
plied in clinical treatment, which still cannot suppress 
the tumor growth efficiently or reduce the side effects. 
The researches of other co-therapeutic manners are 
still ongoing.  

Even through, chemo-thermal co-therapy has 
been proved to be an efficient method in cancer ther-
apy [15]. The heat generated by the outer stimulus can 
make the blood in the tumor vessel take place coagu-
lation. Combining with the anticancer drugs which 
are intracellular active, chemo-thermal co-therapy 
may play synergy therapeutic effects in cancer ther-
apy. Among the numerous stimuli for heat generat-
ing, near infrared (NIR) laser which can trigger some 
metal NPs, such as gold nanorods, gold nanoshells, 
gold nanocages, Cu and Pd based NPs etc. via SPR 
effect or vibration of electron has been highlighted 
[16-22]. NIR-based PTT provides a harmless way for 
cancer thermal therapy. Furthermore, star-shape or 
“cluster”-shape gold-based nanosystems also exhibit 
excellent performance as NIR-based PTT carriers in 
cancer therapy [23, 24]. In addition, by combining 
with PTT, the anticancer performance of chemother-
apy can be enhanced [25]. 

Besides, in order to guide the nanoparticles 
(NPs) to the tumor site, surface modification of NPs 
with targeting ligands, e.g. small molecules, peptide, 

aptamer, etc. has been applied [19, 26]. As an alterna-
tive choice, which is different from the bio-receptors 
mediated tumor targeting; physical manners for NPs 
tumor targeting have been developed. Extra-magnetic 
field (MF) mediated tumor targeting has been high-
lighted in the past decade [27-30]. Magnetic NPs can 
be efficient targeted to the tumor site as well as the 
tumor microenvironment (which is also called stromal 
tumor component) [31]. The tumor microenvironment 
regulates tumor progression and the spread of cancer 
in the body [32, 33]. And magnetic NPs can enhance 
the contrast in tumor magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI). Kinds of magnetic NPs, including some hybrid 
magnetic NPs, have been developed for enhanced 
MRI [34, 35]. However, most of these nanosystems 
have solid and compact microstructures, drug loading 
is limited. In order to obtain a suitable theranostic 
nanocarrier for chemo-photothermal co-therapy, 
herein, we design a mesoporous magnetic gold 
“nanoclusters” (MMGNCs) as the carrier for 
chemo-photothermal therapy of breast cancer. Mes-
oporous structure is used for drug loading, magnetic 
property is used for extra-MF mediated tumor site 
targeting and MRI, and gold NPs decoration give 
MMGNCs with strong NIR adsorption. By extra-MF 
mediation, the MMGNCs can be targeted to the tumor 
site or tumor microenvironment. With the extra-NIR 
laser irradiation, chemo-photothermal co-therapy can 
be achieved, as shown in Scheme 1. In this work we 
mainly focus on the preparation, properties and in 
vivo anticancer performance of MMGNCs. 

 

 
Scheme 1. The extra-MF targeting to cancer and co-therapy mechanism of MMGNCs. 

 

Results and Discussion 
Preparation and characterization of MMGNCs. 

A two steps procedure (as illustrated in Scheme 1) 
was applied to prepare MMGNCs. We have firstly 
prepared the mesoporous precursor-mesoporous 
Fe3O4 nanoclusters (MFeNCs) (Figure 1a) by solvent 
thermal synthesis method [36-40]. From figure 1a, the 

uniform cluster structure of the NPs indicates that the 
MFeNCs have been successfully synthesized. Then, 
we prepared the MMGNCs by seed mediated growth 
method. From Figure 1b and c, two different metal 
nanocrystals were found from the structure of the 
NPs. By HR-TEM observation (Figure 1d), two crystal 
lattice spacing (CLS) were measured, which were 
0.4813nm and 0.2417nm, corresponded to the CLS of 
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Fe3O4 and Au, respectively [41, 42], and combining 
with the X ray diffraction testing (Figure 1e), it indi-
cated that the Au NPs were successfully decorated on 
the surface of MFeNCs. The magnetic Fe3O4 structure 
was also confirmed by FTIR (Supplementary Material: 
Figure S1). By adjusting the dose of the HAuCl4 and 
the kinds of reductants, the number of the Au NPs 
decorated onto the surface of MFeNCs can be qualita-
tively controlled, as shown in figure 1b and 1c. 
MMGNCs can be well dispersed in water (Figure 1f). 
By DLS measurement, the average particle size of 
MMGNCs is ~150nm (Figure 1g), surface charge is 
~-25mV which opposite to the MFeNCs (+26mV) 
(figure 1h). From the TEM images of the MMGNCs, 
porous structure was observed. By nitrogen adsorp-
tion-desorption measurements, we further confirmed 
the mesoporous structure of the MMGNCs and found 
that the number of the Au NPs can influence the pore 
size distribution of the MMGNCs. The pore sizes of 
the MFeNCs are mainly distributed in two regions 
which are ~1.5nm (small pore) and ~10nm (large 
pore), respectively, as shown in figure 1i. While a few 
Au NPs were decorated onto the MFeNCs, the num-
ber of the large pores of MFeCs was decreased, while 
the small pores barely changed. While the Au NPs 
further increased, the number of the small pores de-
creased, and the large pores increased, as shown in 
figure 1i. The reason for the results is obvious. Form 
the TEM images, we can find that the particle size of 
the Au NPs is approximate 10nm. While the Au NPs 
are few, the large pores of the MFeNCs are embedded 
with Au NPs, which causes the decrease of the num-
ber of large pores. While the Au NPs are further in-
creased, the MFeNCs are covered by Au NPs; how-
ever, the Au NPs are not forming a compact layer on 
the MFeNCs surface, which is forming a new porous 
structure on the outer layer of MMGNCs. The pore 
size of this layer is ~10 nm. Moreover, as the Au NPs 
increase, the small pores of the MFeNCs are covered 
by the Au NPs, which decreases the number of the 
small pores. Even though, the change of the pore size 
distribution caused by the number of the Au NPs has 
little effect onto the surface area of MFeNCs and 
MMGNCs. The surface area of the MFeNCs, 
MMGNCs 1 and MMGNCs 2 were 45.94, 45.32 and 
45.05 m2/g, respectively, pore volume were 0.170, 
0.149 and 0.123 cm3/g, respectively, and average pore 
size were 11.4, 8.7 and 6.8 nm, respectively (Figure 
2a), it demonstrated that the mesoporous structure of 
MFeNCs changes a little after Au NPs decoration. To 
obtain expected drug loading capacity, we want to 
maintain the mesoporous structure, even after Au 
NPs decoration. Therefore, we do not hope to form a 
compact layer of gold on the surface. So we designed 
this gold “nanocluster” structure with magnetic 

properties to combine the application of photothermal 
and chemo co-therapy.  

Photothermal Effect of MMGNCs. By Au NPs 
decoration, MMGNCs have strong absorption in NIR 
region. As shown in figure 2a, MMGNCs aqueous 
dispersion has much stronger NIR absorption than 
MFeNCs, and the intensity of the absorption increases 
as the number of the Au NPs increases (insets of fig-
ure 2a). The NIR absorption is the basic property in 
NIR-based PTT. By the extra-NIR laser irradiation, the 
temperature of the MMGNCs dispersion reached to 
52 oC in 5 min, which was much higher and faster 
than MFeNCs dispersion (~30 oC in 5 min) and water 
(barely changed) (Figure 2b). It is more obvious from 
the infrared thermal images of the dispersion under 
NIR laser irradiation, as shown in figure 2c. Many 
studies have found that the cancer cell cannot survive 
while the environment temperature is higher than 42 
oC. MMGNCs exhibited its potential properties as a 
candidate for cancer photothermal therapy. Further-
more, after irradiation, the NIR absorption of 
MMGNCs barely changed, and its structure is stable 
(Figure 2d). For the number of the Au NPs has signif-
icant effect onto the NIR absorption of the MMGNCs, 
and the NIR absorption is directly connecting with the 
photothermal performance of the MMGNCs, consid-
ering the mesoporous structure for drug loading, the 
Fe and Au contents in MMGNCs which are chosen for 
the following studying are ~33% and ~15% (by EDX 
and ICP-AES measurement) respectively (Supple-
mentary Material: Table S1). 

Magnetic properties of MMGNCs. As magnetic 
NPs, the magnetization is another important property 
of MMGNCs. The saturation magnetization value of 
MMGNCs was 66.7 emu/(g Fe), which was lower 
than MFeNCs with 101.7 emu/(g Fe) (Figure 3a). It 
indicated that the decoration of Au NPs on the 
MFeNCs could weaken the magnetization of the NPs. 
Even through, MMGNCs still has appropriate mag-
netic properties. Moreover, because the blood in body 
vessel is continuously flowing, the research about the 
effect of the blood flowing velocity onto the magnetic 
NPs targeting onto the tumor sites under the extra-MF 
mediation is significance. It provides guidance for 
extra-MF targeting in vivo application. In here, we 
measured the in vitro extra-MF targeting performance 
of MMGNCs under extra-MF (~0.2T) by blood vessel 
flowing simulation (Figure 3b). Under the velocity of 
0.3 cm.s-1, ~60% of the MMGNCs were captured at the 
magnetic zone in 1 h, and ~85% in 2 h, ~95% in 3 h, 
respectively. While the velocity increased to 3 cm.-1, 
the portion captured by the magnet was decreased, 
~35% in 1 h, ~68% in 2 h, and ~80% in 3 h, respec-
tively. The content of the NPs captured by the magnet 
is velocity dependent. Capillary vessels are widely 
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distributed in tumor tissue, and the blood velocity in 
the capillary vessel is ~ 0.3 cm.s-1. It means that most 
of the MMGNCs could be captured in the tumor site 
by the extra-MF in 2 h if MMGNCs are moving in the 
capillary vessels of the tumor.  

Drug loading and releasing behavior of 
MMGNCs. The loading efficiency of DOX loaded into 
MMGC NPs could reach to 80% and the drug loading 
capacity could reach to 15% (Figure 4a) by equilibri-
um adsorption method. Besides, DOX released from 
the MMGNCs exhibited pH and laser irradiation 
stimuli dependence, respectively (Figure 4b). While 
the laser pulsed on, a burst release of DOX took place, 
which was much faster than that without laser irradi-
ated (confirmed by the fluorescence spectrums of the 
release mediums, Figure 4c). While the laser on, the 

temperature of the medium surrounding the NPs in-
creases, which increases the penetration of the water 
and the diffusion rate of the drug from the NPs to the 
medium. Furthermore, as the pH decreased, the am-
plitude of the DOX burst release triggered by NIR 
irradiation increased. The pH dependence of the drug 
release from the NPs is mainly due to the solubility of 
DOX increases while the pH value of the medium 
decreases. DOX released from MMGNCs is controlla-
ble by the mean of heat as well as pH, which is similar 
to the report published by Li et al [43]. It is well 
known that the pH values of the tumor site and cyto-
plasm is lower than the body plasma. MMGNC is a 
promising drug delivery system for cancer therapy. 

 

 
Figure 1. Characterization of MMGNCs. TEM images of (a) MFeNCs, (b) MMGNCs 1, (c) MMGNCs 2, (d) HR-TEM image of MMGNC, (e) X-ray diffraction image 
of MMGNCs, (f) the appearance of MMGNCs aqueous dispersion, (g) the particle size distribution of MMGNCs measured by DLS, (h) zeta potential of the particles 
measure by DLS, (i) Pore size distribution of MFeNCs and MMGNCs. 
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Figure 2. (a) UV-vis spectrums of MFeNCs and MMGNCs aqueous dispersion, Inset: TEM images of the correspond samples; (b) Relationships of the temperature 
of MMGNCs, MFeNCs dispersions and normal Saline and the 808nm laser irradiation time, 70 μg/mL; (c) infrared thermal images of the sample solution in EP tube 
under 808 nm laser irradiation; (d) Stability of MMGNCs under the irradiation of 808 nm laser. Laser intensity, 2.5W/cm2. 

 

 
Figure 3. (a)The magnetic hysteresis curves of MFeNCs and MMGNCs. (b) MMGNCs retaining at different flow velocity. The red dash circle shows the magnet 
which fixed behind the paper. 
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Figure 4. DOX loading (a) of MMGNCs and the release profiles (b) of DOX-loaded MMGNCs at different pH environment (with or without laser irradiation), (c) 
Fluorescence spectrum of the supernatants of the release mediums with and without the NIR irradiation during the release behavior studying of DOX-loaded 
MMGNCs. 

 
Cytotoxicity of MMGNCs and DOX-loaded 

MMGNCs. Furthermore, no obvious cytotoxicity of 
blank MMGNCs to 293A cell lines were observed by 
MTT assays (Figure 5a). After Au NPs decoration, the 
surface charge of the NPs turned to negative, which 
decreased the MMGNCs cytotoxicity to the 293A cells. 
In order to evaluate the in vitro anticancer perfor-
mance of MMGNCs as carrier for photother-
mal-chemo cotherapy, breast cancer cell-MCF-7 cells 
were chosen and extra 808 nm laser irradiation was 
introduced. To blank MMGNCs, after incubated with 
MCF-7 cells, under the NIR irradiation, as the irradia-
tion time prolonging, the IC50 of blank MMGNCs 

decrease from ~150 µg/mL (1 min irradiation) to ~84 
µg/ml (5 min irradiation) then to ~68 µg/mL (10 min 
irradiation), as shown in figure 5b. By settling the 
MMGNCs concentration as 80 μg/ml, different DOX 
content of DOX-loaded MMGNCs were used to 
evaluate the anticancer performance of DOX-loaded 
MMGNCs in vitro. The results are shown in figure 5b. 
The IC50 of DOX-loaded MMGNCs combining with 
5mins of laser irradiation (0.84μM) is lower than free 
DOX (2.26 μM) or DOX-loaded MMGNCs without 
irradiation, indicating co-therapy exhibited more effi-
cient tumor cells growth inhibition in vitro. 

MR Imaging of MCF-7 Cells in vitro. After in-
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cubated with MMGNCs, the T2-weighted MRI images 
were obtained, as shown in figure 5c. A remarkable 
darkening appeared while the MMGNCs concentra-
tion was higher than 5 μg/mL. While the MMGNCs 
concentration increased to 10 μg/mL, the MRI gray 
level was decreased to 47%. The results demonstrate 
that MMGNCs is promising candidate for tumor cells 
MR imaging. 

In vivo Magnetic Targeting. Extra-magnetic 
field mediated specific site targeting has been proved 
as an efficient targeting manner. We have measured 
the extra-MF mediated tumor targeting performance 
of MMGNCs in vivo. After loaded with IR-820 (NIR 
fluorescence dye, loading capacity of MMGNCs to 
IR-820 was 7.6%), IR-820 loaded MMGNCs were ad-
ministrated to the 4T1 breast cancer bearing balb/C 
mice. As shown in figure 6, with MF mediated tar-
geting, the IR-820 fluorescence signal from the tumor 
site is much stronger than that without MF mediated. 
It indicates that by extra-MF mediation, much more 
MMGNCs are targeted to the tumor site. By 
semi-quantitatively calculation, the IR-820 fluores-
cence signal from the tumor which is undergoing ex-
tra-MF mediated targeting is by 1.6 factors of those 
without. Extra-MF mediated tumor targeting is an 
efficient targeting manner. 

In vivo Photothermal Performance. From in 
vitro test, we found that MMGNCs has excellent 
photothermal performance. Infra-red thermal imag-

ing was used to evaluate its photothermal perfor-
mance in vivo. As shown in figure 7a, with the ex-
tra-MF mediated tumor targeting for 4h after 
MMGNCs was administrated, with the 808 nm laser 
irradiation for 1 min, the tumor site temperature was 
increased to 49.3 oC while that without extra-MF was 
40.3 oC. And the tumor temperature of the mice which 
were not administrated with MMGNCs is barely in-
creased. The results indicate that combining with the 
extra-MF mediated tumor targeting, MMGNCs is an 
efficient photothermal agent in vivo. By ICP-AES 
measurement, we found that the Fe and Au content of 
the tumors which were administrated with MMGNCs 
but without extra-MF exhibited no significant differ-
ence to those without MMGNCs administration (con-
trol groups), respectively. And the Fe and Au content 
of the tumors which were administrated with 
MMGNCs but combined with extra-MF are much 
higher than those without extra-MF, respectively, as 
shown in figure 7b. And the ratio of the increased Fe 
and Au content (Fe/Au) is almost equal to the Fe/Au 
ratio of the MMGNCs used. It indicated that the en-
hanced photothermal performance of extra-MF me-
diated tumor targeting treated mice mainly ascribed 
to the enrichment of MMGNCs in the tumor site by 
extra-MF mediation. And from the Fe/Au ratio re-
sults, it also demonstrated that the MMGNCs were 
stable in vivo.  

 
Figure 5. (a) Cytotoxicity of MFeNCs and MMGNCs to 293A cell lines. (b) cytotoxicity of MMGNCs+(808 nm laser irradiation) and DOX-loaded MMGC NPs to 
MCF-7 cell lines. (c) T2-weighted MRI images extracted from T2 measurements experiment (4.7 T; multiple spin-echo 2D imaging sequence; TR = 10000 ms; inter 
echo-time, 5 ms; number of echo images, 256). 
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Figure 6. live imaging of 4T1 breast cancer bearing mice treated with MMGNCs with extra-MF (+MF) and without extra-MF (-MF). 

 

 
Figure 7. (A) the infrared thermal images of (a) NS treated mice, (b) MMGNCs treated without extra-MF mice, (c) MMGNCs treated with extra-MF mice; (B) the 
Au and Fe distributed in the tumor, Group 1, the Au and Fe concentration in the tumor which was treated with normal saline; Group 2 and Group 3 are the Au and 
Fe concentration in the tumor which treated with MMGNCs without (group 2) and with (group 3) extra-MF mediated targeting, respectively. p<0.05. 
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In vivo therapy of 4T1 breast cancer bearing 
Balb/C mice of DOX-loaded MMGNCs. We have 
chosen PTX and DOX as the model drugs in breast 
cancer therapy in vivo. The tumor inhibition in vivo 
(Figures 8a, b and c) and histopathological studying 
(Figure 8d) results revealed DOX-loaded MMGNCs 
had better anticancer performance than PTX-loaded 
MMGNCs. The lower anticancer efficiency of 
PTX-loaded MMGNCs may ascribe to the lower sta-
bility of the drug loading system and the thermal in-
duced degradation of PTX [44]. After this drug selec-
tion by preliminary experiment, we used DOX-loaded 
MMGNCs for deeper research. 10 groups of tumor 
bearing Balb/C female mice were treated by veil in-
jection with Normal Saline (B), NS + laser (C), 
MMGNCs + laser (D), MMGNC + MF + laser (E, F), 
MMGNCs + DOX (G), MMGNCs + DOX + MF (H), 
MMGNCs + DOX + laser (I), MMGNCs + DOX + MF 
+ laser (J), free DOX with single administration (K), 
and free DOX with four administrations group (L), 
separately. By a single treatment with low DOX dos-
age (2.5mg DOX/Kg mouse weight), the tumor of the 

mice treated with J is diminished (Figure 9a). It is 
much clear from the mouse photos took from different 
groups (Figure 9b). Although the tumor of the F 
treated mice also diminished at the preliminary stage, 
recurrence took place in 20 days after treatment. Un-
der PTT, the groups with extra-MF are more efficiency 
in tumor inhibition than those without (while com-
pared F and J with D and I, respectively). The thera-
peutic effects of NS group has no significant differ-
ence with C group, free DOX with one single dosage 
group (data did not show), G group and H group, for 
the DOX is injected by one single dosage (and the 
dosage is low) which hardly suppressed the growth of 
the tumor, and the group treated with D is similar to 
the I treated group which laser displaying the main 
role. For DOX was single administration, and the 
dosage was low, the injection of MMGNC or 
MMGNC+DOX has little side effect onto the organ, no 
significant weight variation is observed (Figure 9c), 
and the heart cytotoxicity of DOX is hardly observed 
(Supplementary Material: Figure S2).  

 
Figure 8. The anticancer performance of MMGNCs while loading with different model drugs. (a) the tumor volume variation of the mice with different treatments, 
(b) the body weight variation, (c) the digital photos of the mice with different treatments, (d) HE staining of the tumor samples in the 8 days after the first treatment. 
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Figure 9. variation of (a) the tumor volume of the mice treated with different treatments. (b) Photo images of mouse in different groups after treated (photos were 
took at 0 weeks, 1 weeks, 2 weeks and 3 weeks after treated) (A, heath mouse; B, Normal Saline groups; C, NS + laser groups; D, MMGNCs + laser groups; E, 
MMGNC + MF + laser (recurrence) samples; F, MMGNCs + MF + laser samples; G, MMGNCs + DOX groups; H, MMGNCs + DOX + MF groups; I, MMGNCs + 
DOX + laser groups; J, MMGNCs + DOX + MF + laser groups). (c) and (d), variation of (c) body weight and (d) survival of the mice treated with different treatments. 

 
All the mice treated with J treated survived, and 

the F group had 20% chances to survive (Figure 9d). 
Treated with D and I have a chance to prolong the life 
cycle. And free DOX, G treated mice all died much 
faster than NS groups which is cause by the heart 
cytotoxicity of DOX [45].  

From the lungs and mediastinum tissues ob-
tained from different groups by scarified the mouse in 
26 days after first treatment, clearly tumor prolifera-

tion (Figure 10a) and even some mediastinal metasta-
sis (Figure 10b) took place in all treated groups except 
the groups treated by J, and the groups treated by F 
has a chance to avoid the tumor proliferation. This is 
further confirmed by the HE staining of these organ 
samples (Figure 10c & d).  

The mechanism of the tumor proliferation and 
mediastinal metastasis inhibition of 
MMGNCs+DOX+MF+laser is complicated and still 
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not clear yet. However, we guess it may have some 
connection with the change of the microenvironment 
around the tumor or the reinforcement of the an-
ti-cancer immunity of the treated mice. By histology 
study of the tumor pathological section after treat-
ments (the tumor tissues were obtained in the next 
day after the first treatment), we found that although 
apophtosis and necroptosis took place in the tumor 
site of the group treated by J (Figure 11), there were 
still many tumor cells survived in the tumor site. But 
in the seven days after the first treatment, most of the 

tumor cells disappeared in the tumor site (Figure 8d). 
It may ascribe to the microenvironment around the 
tumor have been changed or the antiangiogenic took 
place after the photothermal chemo co-therapy by 
MMGNCs. However, the metastatic prevention of the 
treated mice in a long period may mainly ascribe to 
the anti-cancer immunity of the treated mice has been 
enhanced. We are still working on the connection 
between the anti-cancer immunity and the metastatic 
inhibition of the treated mice after the 
chemo-photothermal co-therapy.  

 

 
Figure 10. (a) lung tissues obtain from different groups after treatment, (b) Photographs of the mice in different groups after sacrificed. HE staining of the lung tissues 
(c) and mediastinum (d) obtained from the mice with different treatments, scale bar = 50 μm. It is clearly seen that the combination of extra-MF targeting, photo-
thermal and chemo therapy could efficiently inhibit the happening of tumor pulmonary metastasis and mediastinal metastasis. (The capital letter marks corresponding 
to Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 11. Histological observation of treated and untreated 4T1 tumor tissues visualized using H&E staining. (A) NS treated groups, (B) MMGNCs+Laser, (C) 
MMGNCs+MF+Laser, (D) MMGNCs+MF+DOX+Laser. 
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Conclusion  
In summary, we have successfully designed and 

prepared a novel mesoporous magnetic gold “cluster” 
as carrier for chemo-photothermal co-therapy. By in 
vitro cytotoxicity testing, we revealed the combina-
tion of photothermal therapy and chemotherapy 
could cause more damage than chemotherapy or 
photothermal therapy did alone. And MMGNC ex-
hibited extra-MF mediated tumor targeting. Efficient 
tumor growth inhibition and pulmonary and medias-
tinal metastasis prevention were obtained simulta-
neously by MMGNCs combined with extra-MF tar-
geting and photothermal– chemo co-therapy. The 
cancer bearing mice survival was prolonged. The 
bio-imaging of this system and the mechanism of 
metastasis prevention investigations are ongoing. 

Materials and Methods 
Materials. All chemicals involved in this work 

were analytical grade and used without further puri-
fication. Sodium alginate, Ethylene glycol, PEI25K, 
EDC, NHS, 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl 
tetrazolium bromide (MTT), IR-820 and mPEG-SH 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as re-
ceived. HAuCl4, K2CO3, and NH4COOH were pur-
chased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd, 
Shanghai, China. FeCl3.6H2O and Doxorubicin chlo-
ride was obtained from Zhejiang Hisun Pharmaceu-
tical Company, Zhejiang, China.  

Synthesis of MMGNCs 
Synthesis of MFeNCs. Mesoporous Fe3O4 

nanoclusters (MFeNCs) were prepared through a 
modified solvothermal reaction: 1.35 g of 5 mmol 
FeCl3.6H2O, 3.85 g of 0.05 mol NH4COOH, and 0.50 g 
of sodium alginate were dissolved in 70 mL of eth-
ylene glycol. The mixture was stirred vigorously for 1 
h at 160 oC under the protection of N2 to form a ho-
mogeneous brownish solution, then 0.125 g of PEI25K 
was added to this solution, followed with 12 mg of 
EDC and 6 mg of NHS, and reacted for another 1 h, 
and then transferred the solution into a Teflon-lined 
stainless-steel autoclave (100 mL capacity). The auto-
clave was heated to 200 oC and maintained for 12.5 h. 
Then it was cooled to room temperature. The black 
MFeNCs were then rinsed several times with ethanol 
and water alternately under ultrasonic conditions. 
The resulted precipitation was dried in vacuum. 

Preparation of MMGNCs. The MMGNCs was 
prepared though a gold seeds mediated growth reac-
tion with some modification. 

Preparation of Au seeds. Au seeds were synthe-
sized according to the report of Edwards et al. [46]. In 
briefly, 12 ml of 80% tetrakis-hydroxymethyl 

-phosphonium chloride (THPC) and 0.25 ml of 2 M 
NaOH were added to 45 ml of DI water. The mix-
turewas stirred vigorously for 5 min before 2 ml of 1% 
HAuCl4 was quickly introduced in one shot. An im-
mediate color change to dark brown was observed. 
The solution was stored in a lightproof container at 4 

oC for 1 week before used. 
Growth of gold NPs. Au seeds (1~3nm) were first 

attached to MFeNCs by mixing 1 ml MFeNCs solution 
(25 mg/ml MMC) with 5 ml of Au seed solution. After 
stirring at room temperature for 4 h, excess Au seeds 
were removed by centrifugation at 8000 rpm and re-
peated washing with water. In growth solution prep-
aration, 1.5 ml of 1% HAuCl4 was added into 100 ml 
of DI water containing 25 mg of potassium carbonate. 
The solution turned colorless over a course of 30 min. 
The solution was aged for one day in 4 oC before use. 
Under vigorously stirring, 10 ml of MFeNCs (2.5 
mg/ml MFeNCs) solution (with Au seeds attached) 
was added to the aged Au growth solution. Then, a 
100 μl of reducing agent (formaldehyde, 38~40%) was 
introduced drop-wisely. The color of the mixture 
immediately changed from light-brownish to brown-
ish-blue in 10 min. mPEG-SH was attached to the 
particles to stabilize the MMGNCs. The number of the 
Au NPs decorated onto the MMGNCs can be adjusted 
by changing the Au seed solution or growth solution 
dosages.  

Characterization of MMGNCs 
Micro-morphology. The morphology of the pre-

pared samples was observed under a transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) (Tecnai G2 F20 S-TWIN, 
FEI, American): the samples were dispersed in dis-
tilled water and placed on a copper grid covered with 
nitrocellulose. 

Chemical structure. Fourier transform infrared 
(FT-IR) analyses of the freeze-dried samples were 
performed on a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer 
(Thermo Scientific) to identify their chemical struc-
tures. Transmission infrared spectra were obtained in 
the wavenumber range of 400–4000 cm-1. The samples 
were dried and mixed with KBr to be compressed to a 
plate for measurement. 

Particle size and surface charge. The zeta potentials 
of the samples were measured by MALVEN dynamic 
laser scattering (DLS). 

NIR adsorption. The NIR adsorption of MMGNCs 
aqueous dispersions were measured by UV-vis spec-
trophotometer (PekinElmer, Lambda 35 UV-vis spec-
trometer). 

Surface area, pore volume and pore size distribution. 
The surface area, pore volume and pore size distribu-
tion of the samples were tested by Nitrogen adsorp-
tion-desorption measurements. Nitrogen adsorp-
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tion-desorption measurements were performed on an 
ASAP2020 (Micromeritics, USA) accelerated surface 
area analyzer at 77 K. Before measuring, the samples 
were degassed in a vacuum at 120℃ for at least 6 h. 

Photothermal effect. MMGNCs aqueous dispersion 
(~70μg/mL) was irradiated by 808nm laser, and the 
temperature of the dispersion was recorded by port-
able electronic thermometer with a probe.  

Magnetic hysteresis. Magnetic characterization 
was carried out with a vibrating sample magnetome-
ter on a model 6000 physical property measurement 
system (Quantum Design, USA) at 300 K.  

Composition of MMGNCs. Elemental Analyser. The 
C, H, N, S element content in the samples were carried 
out by an Elemental Analyser (Euro EA 3000, Leeman 
Labs INC., USA). Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy 
(EDS) The surface element composition of the samples 
were obtained from EDS measurement via SEM 
(JSM-7500F, JEOL, Japan). ICP-AES. The Fe and Au 
contents of MMGNCs were measured by Inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectrometer 
(ICP-AES, SPECTROARCOS, Spectro, Germany). The 
samples were dissolved by digestio digestant (HNO3 
:HCl:HPO4 = 3:1:2). 

Drug loading and releasing behavior studying 
of MMGNCs. DOX was loaded into the MMGNCs by 
equilibrium adsorption method. Briefly, 15 mg of 
MMGNCs were first dispersed in 5 ml of water, then 
mixed with 1 ml of DOX solution (vary concentration) 
for 24 h in a shaker under the speed of 120 rpm. Then 
the DOX-loaded MMGNCs were separated by cen-
trifugation and washed by PBS (pH value = 7.4) for 5 
times. And the drug-loaded NPs were lyophilized for 
further use.  

The DOX-loaded MMGNCs release performance 
was performed by dialysis method with different 
medium (pH=5.0, 6.0, 7.4, separately). 5 mg of 
DOX-loaded MMGNCs (loading capacity was 10.2%), 
were first redispersed in 2 ml of PBS, then transferred 
it into a dialysis bag with the cutting off molecular 
weight of 8000~14000, and sealed the bags then placed 
into 8 ml of releasing medium (different pH value, 
separately), at pre-determined time, the releasing 
medium were replaced by the blank medium. And at 
pre-determined time point, the suspension were irra-
diated by 808 nm laser for 5 min, and after the irradi-
ation, the releasing medium was piped out immedi-
ately, and replaced by the blank releasing medium. 
The concentrations of the releasing mediums were 
measured by UV-vis spectrophotometer, and the 
cumulative released drug was calculated by the cali-
brated curve of DOX absorption in UV-vis spectrum 
at 490 nm.  

Cytotoxicity of MMGNCs and DOX-loaded 
MMGNCs 

Cytotoxicity of MMGNCs to 293T cells. The cy-
totoxicity of MMGNCs to the 293A cells were evalu-
ated by MTT assay. The cells were cultured in a 5–95% 
CO2–O2 atmosphere at 37 C. Cells were seeded on 
96-well plates at a density of 104 cells/well in their 
usual culture media, supplemented with 10% FBS and 
1% PS. After 24 h, the media without FBS were used to 
replace the usual ones and the cells were exposed to 
different concentration of MMGNCs for 24 h, and 
then 100 uL of MTT (5 mg mL-1) solution was added 
to each well and incubated at 37 C for 4 h. After the 
removal of the supernatants, 650 μL of dimethyl sul-
foxide (DMSO) was added to each well to dissolve the 
blue formazan crystal, and then the solution was 
transferred to the 96-well plates. The absorbance of 
the contents of each well was measured at 570 nm 
using an ELISA microplate reader (Bio-Rad). A mean 
value was obtained from the measurement of five test 
runs. 

Cytotoxicity of DOX-loaded MMGNCs to tu-
mor cells. The cytotoxicity of DOX-loaded MMGNCs 
to MCF-7 was evaluated as the same method used in 
MMGNCs cytotoxicity test to 293A cell lines with 
some modification. Laser was introduced into the 
measument. After incubated with DOX-loaded 
MMGNCs for 4 h, the MCF-7 cells in each well were 
irradiated by 808 nm laser at the power density of 2.5 
W/cm2 for 5 min. Then the cells were incubated for 
another 36 h. The MTT addition is the same as the 
MMGNCs cytotoxicity to 293A testing.  

in vitro vessel blood flowing simulation. 
MMGNCs aqueous dispersion flowed in a plastic tube 
with the diameter of 2 mm with the impetus driven by 
a peristaltic pump, while it reaches to the magnetic 
field region (dash circle); MMGNCs were captured by 
the magnet. And the dispersions were flowing circu-
larly. At predetermined time, dispersion samples 
were collected to measure the concentration of 
MMGNCs. And the MMGNCs concentration was 
measured by UV-vis spectrum, and calculated by the 
linear fitting function obtained from the absorbance at 
808 nm and the concentration of MMGNCs (Standard 
curve function, y=0.00505x+0.00414, R2=0.99953, y is 
the adsorption value of the MMGNC dispersion at 808 
nm; x is the concentration of MMGNCs dispersion, 
μg/mL) . 

MR Imaging of MCF-7 Cells in vitro. MCF-7 
cells were incubated with MMGNCs dispersion, after 
24h incubation, the MCF-7 cells were washed by PBS 
(pH=7.4) for 3 times. Then the T2-weighted MRI im-
ages were extracted by T2 measurements experiment 
(7.0T, BioSpec®In-vivo MR Spectroscopy/Imaging 
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System, Bruker BioSpin International AG, Switzer-
land).  

Extra-Magnetic Field Mediated Tumor Target-
ing. IR-820 was loaded into the MMGNCs by adsorp-
tion. The balb/C mice were 6~8 weeks old. By sub-
cutaneously injection of 4T1 cells suspension, the 
breast cancer model was established. In the 10th day 
after the cells injection, IR-820 loaded MMGNCs were 
injected into the mouse by tail vessel injection. The 
mice were divided into two groups, each tumor of one 
group was attached with a magnet (0.2T), and the 
other group obtained no further treatment. After 4 
hour, all the mice were imaged by live fluorescence 
imaging (Xenogen IVIS spectrum, Caliper, Perki-
nElmer, USA, excitation wavelength was 745 nm, 
emission wavelength was 840 nm).  

Infrared Thermal Imaging: in vitro and in vivo. 
The in vitro and in vivo evaluation of the photothermal 
performance of MMGNCs was measured by infrared 
thermal imaging (Fluke Ti32, USA).  

in vivo Therapy of 4T1 cancer bearing Balb/C 
mice 

All the animal experiment procedures were car-
ried out according to the standard procedures of State 
key laboratory of biotherapy, Sichuan University, 
China. Balb/C mice were supplied by Beijing HFK 
Bioscience Co., Ltd, China (female, 4~6weeks old). 
Breast cancer model was established by subcutaneous 
injection of 106 4T1 cells per mouse.  

Comparing of different drugs. Two anticancer 
model drugs, DOX and PTX, were chosen in therapy 
of 4T1 cancer bearing Balb/C mice in vivo. Same 
dosages were administrated. While the diameter of 
the tumors grew to ~6 mm, 32 number of tumor 
bearing Balb/C mice were divided randomly into 4 
groups. 4 groups of tumor bearing Balb/C female 
mice were treated by veil injection with normal saline 
(NS), blank MMGNCs, MMGNCs+DOX, 
MMGNCs+PTX, separately. Extra-MF mediated tar-
geting (Before injection, magnets with the diameter of 
~6mm were attached to the tumor site of the mice) 
and NIR irradiation (optical fiber coupled 808 nm 
high power laser diode (Hi-Tech Optoelec-tronics Co., 
Ltd. Beijing, China)) were applied in all groups. The 
dosage was settled at 2.5 m g/kg mouse weight per 
administration. Tumor volume and body weight were 
measured in every two days interval.  

Anticancer performance of DOX-loaded 
MMGNCs in vivo. While the diameter of the tumors 
grew to ~6 mm, the tumor bearing Balb/C mice were 
divided randomly into 10 groups. 10 groups of tumor 
bearing Balb/C female mice were treated by veil in-
jection with Normal Saline, NS + laser , MMGNCs + 
laser, MMGNC + MF + laser, MMGNCs + DOX, 

MMGNCs + DOX + MF, MMGNCs + DOX + laser, 
MMGNCs + DOX + MF + laser, free DOX with single 
administration, and free DOX with four administra-
tions, separately. An optical fiber coupled 808 nm 
high power laser diode (Hi-Tech Optoelec-tronics Co., 
Ltd. Beijing, China) was used to irradiate tumors 
during our experiments. After the mice were intra-
venously injected with MMGNCs or DOX-loaded 
MMGNCs (DOX dosage was 2.5 mg/kg mice, DLC 
was 10.2%) under extra-MF targeting to tumor for 4 h, 
the tumor on each mouse was radiated by the 808 nm 
NIR laser at the power density of 2.5 W/cm2 for 5 min. 
The tumor sizes were measured by a caliper every the 
other day and calculated as the volume = (tumor 
length) × (tumor width) 2/2. For tremendous studies 
about the anticancer performance of free DOX have 
been reported, and it is well known that more free 
DOX applied, faster the mice died, due to the serious 
heart cytotoxicity of DOX, so in here, the data of the 
free DOX treated groups were not listed.  

Histopathological studying. After administra-
tion, the organs and the tumors were harvested in 
predetermined timepoints, fixed in 10% neutral buff-
ered formalin, processed routinely into paraffin, sec-
tioned at 8 mm, stained with hematoxylin & eosin 
(H&E), and examined by light microscopy. Examined 
tissues included: liver, spleen, lung, kidney, heart, 
and tumor. 

Statistical analysis. Mean values and standard 
deviation were calculated for the amount of the drug 
release from MMGNCs as well as the results of tumor 
volume, IC50, body weight and Au and Fe concentra-
tion in tumor etc. Differences were considered signif-
icant at p values <0.05. Statistical analysis was carried 
out by using SPSS 11.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, 
IL, USA). 

Supplementary Material 
Table S1, Fig.S1 and S2.   
http://www.thno.org/v04p0678s1.pdf 
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